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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in October 2021

Equity and cap table
management for startups in India

Metaverse for NFT
powered pets

Cryptographic platform for
leveraging regulated data.

Statistics
Commentary
We are changing the statistics
we track this month to help us
better uncover trends in the
behavior of the firms we track.
Are we seeing more activity
outside the US? Who is the
most active, is the trend
toward early or later stage?
We hope you find it useful as
well.

Digital currency giving a
share to every human on earth

Connects buyers in North America
with suppliers in Latin America.

Total Deals Announced

145

Non-US Deals

38

Most Active Firm
(US Deals)

Andreessen
Horowitz

Added to our Watch list

4

October Round Statistics
Seed Round

17

C Round

26

A Round

30

D Round

10

B Round

22
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Exporta Technologies- 80/100

Exporta is a B2B Marketplace connecting Wholesale and Retail buyers in North
America with Suppliers in Latin America.

Round Size

$5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Valor Equity Partners, Felicis

Location

Boston, Massachusetts, USA

Total Raised

$6.4 Million

What is in short supply? Maybe everything, for a host of reasons. But a contributing factor is that the
world's supply chain is not an efficient marketplace, and producers in certain regions struggle to create
awareness of their products in the larger consumer markets. Exporta helps bridge that gap by creating a
marketplace for wholesale Latin American goods for US buyers. They already have 20,000 supplier
members.
This is a clear winner-take-most play, where the suppliers want to be where the most buyers are, and vice
versa. Distribution, however, is a 7/10. That could improve, but for now there is a subscription fee that
adds some drag to participation. But given the scale, evidently the subscribers are willing to pay. And this
subscription is part of their product market fit. Only those serious enough to purchase a subscription are
on the platform, so the subscription acts as a curation vehicle, without human vetting. We give PM Fit a
9/10. The market size is enormous of course. And gross margins for subscriptions and take rate are
always 10/10 as well. For scalability, we are just a bit cautious at 9/10 for both aspects of it because most
B2B services require human customer support, a burden that does grow with scale.
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OnChain Studios- 87/100

OnChain Studios is a software company that intends to bring ownership to
interactive experiences.

Round Size

$7.5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Andreessen Horowitz

Location

Miami, Florida, United State

Total Raised

$11Million

No newsletter would be complete without an NFT deal, and this month we have Onchain studios. They have a
platform that makes it easy to create a meta-verse on the blockchain filled with NFTs. They are also creating
"Cryptoys", which is an NFT pet you can create yourself and then participate in their meta-verse, which is the
new name for MMORPGs. So, let's run through the scoring.
Cryptoys is Tomigochi or Neopets in a modern architecture. Because these pets can interact, it behaves like a
social network. And as soon as we say social network, we get very high blitzscaling scores because they have
strong network effects and viral growth. But we only give a 9/10 for virality here since not everyone is
compelled to tell all their friends about their NFT pet. For Product Market Fit, we start with a 7/10 which is a
complete guess since the game isn't live yet. Market size, gross margin, scalability, all are 10/10 as NFTs are a
virtual good created nearly out of thin air.
This company is a good example of the limitations of our scoring. While the score is excellent, companies like
this fail to become "the winner" more often than not, due to strong competition or weak execution. So, at
the seed level we will wait and watch this one. But it certainly has great potential.
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Trica- 86/100
Trica is a unified technology solution for equity management and
transactions.

Round Size

$3 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Accel, Kunal Shah

Location

Mumbai, Maharashtra, India

Total Raised

$3 Million

India has a large and fast-growing innovation economy. To support cap table tracking in the US, we have
Carta. In India, there is Trica. At least, that's what Trica aspires to be. Trica also has a well-developed
investor/startup marketplace a la Angel List. And you all know we like marketplaces.
The obvious question is - why doesn't Carta use its heft to enter India? We suspect the answer lies in
regulation and language. Both are solvable, but the regulatory part is difficult, and the North America
market is large enough that they don't need to go through that pain. Ultimately there could be
consolidation.
Regarding scoring, this is a 9/10 for winner take most. The cap table market is a land grab, and the
investor discovery market is a marketplace. For viral growth, we allow a full 10/10 as investors have a
portfolio, and will tell all of the companies they invest in to use Trica. For product market fit, we give them
an 8, and for market size, a 10 as India is a powerhouse with a strong innovation economy. Gross margin
is only an 8/10, as we anticipate a high level of service around cap tables. But that might be overly
punitive. The same dynamic leads to an 8/10 for scalability.
And here we have Accel once again reaching half-way around the globe to invest. They have certainly
woken up to the opportunity beyond the Bay Ar
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TripleBlind- 95/100
TripleBlind is a private data sharing company developing a cryptographic
platform to share, leverage, and monetize regulated data.

Round Size

$24 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

General Catalyst, Mayo Clinic

Location

Kansas City, Missouri, USA

Total Raised

$32 Million

Tripleblind solves the problem of sharing medical data. HIPPA has very specific requirements on who
owns health data and how it can be shared, and so most of the time it does not get shared at all. In an
age where business opportunity abounds with data sharing, someone had to solve this, and finally we
have Tripleblind. And it took a team from Kansas City to figure it out.
Winner take most: we originally gave it a 9, but upgraded to a 10 as there is both a land grab here and. a
network effect. Data can be accessed at the API level, making it incredibly sticky, and if the data is
centrally available at Tripleblind, then their internal database becomes the source of truth for medical
data. For distribution, once data can be shared it spreads like wildfire, similar to crossbeam.
For product market fit, they don't tell us how it works, so we can only guess. The rest of the marks are all
10/10 as the market is huge and this scales without friction.
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Worldcoin- 81/100
Worldcoin is a new global digital currency that will launch by giving a free
share to every human on Earth.

Round Size

$25 Million

Investment Series

Series Unkniwn

Noted Investors

Andreessen Horowitz, Coinbase

Location

Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Total Raised

$25 Million

Worldcoin wants be the single currency to rule them all. It's a bold vision, and their plan is to issue a coin
to everyone on earth. That's a good start, assuming they can somehow identify every person on the
planet and let them know they have one. For security, they have a piece of hardware called the orb that
does retinal scans. These also need to be ubiquitous.
What this amounts to is paying everyone in the world for biometric data collection. Once you have that,
you can theoretically eliminate most fraud. But it also has ethical implications.
For winner-take-most, we give it a 9/10. For viral growth, it's a 10. Product market fit is a 7/10 at best. It's
a big market, but proprietary hardware is never a good way to scale. So maybe a 4/10 for operational and
a 6/10 for organizational.
In the end this is one of the most creative and intersting but crazy blockchain efforts we have
encountered. So, natrually Andreessen, a Web3 entrepreneur's first stop, is right there to fund it!
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